Finding consistent gene transmission patterns on large and complex pedigrees.
A heuristic algorithm for finding gene transmission patterns on large and complex pedigrees with partially observed genotype data is proposed. The method can be used to generate an initial point for a Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation or to check that the given pedigree and the genotype data are consistent. In small pedigrees, the algorithm is exact by exhaustively enumerating all possibilities, but, in large pedigrees, with a considerable amount of unknown data, only a subset of promising configurations can actually be checked. For that purpose, the configurations are ordered by combining the approximative conditional probability distribution of the unknown genotypes with the information on the relationships between individuals. We also introduce a way to divide the task into subparts, which has been shown to be useful in large pedigrees. The algorithm has been implemented in a program called APE (Allelic Path Explorer) and tested in three different settings with good results.